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Company: Amaris Consulting

Location: Belgium

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Job description

We are currently seeking a Senior BI Developer to join our team at Amaris Consulting. This

role is an exciting opportunity for individuals with 4-6 years of experience in the field, who

are looking to take their career to the next level. The position is based in Belgium and will be

offered as an Undetermined Duration Contract.

Your Responsibilities:

Designing, developing and maintaining business intelligence solutions

Crafting and executing queries upon request for data

Presenting information through reports and visualization

Translate business needs into technical specifications

Maintain documentation pertaining to Business Intelligence processes, decisions,

issues resolution, and user manuals.

Create visualizations using different BI tools as per requirements.

In-depth understanding of database management systems, online analytical processing

(OLAP) and ETL (Extract, transform, load) framework.

Familiarity with BI technologies (e.g., Microsoft Power BI).
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This role requires fluency in Dutch English and French languages. It's a great chance for those

who want to work on challenging projects while enjoying the flexibility of working within an

international consulting group like Mantu.

Your Profile:

The ideal candidate for this position would be someone who has strong technical skills

coupled with a keen eye for detail. We value candidates who can demonstrate excellent

problem-solving abilities along with exceptional communication skills in Dutch English &

French language.

You have 4-6 years' experience as a BI Developer or Data Scientist.

You possess industry knowledge about Business Intelligence trends including but not

limited to Big Data Management & Predictive Analytics etc.

Your background includes extensive hands-on experience implementing Business

Intelligence solutions.

You have a proven ability to drive business results with data-based insights.

You are proficient in MS Office (Excel, Access) including queries, pivot tables and

charts.

You possess strong analytical skills with the ability to collect, organize and analyze

significant amounts of information with attention to detail and accuracy.

Your communication skills allow you to effectively communicate complex findings in a

clear and concise manner.

Advantages:

An international learning environment

Extensive training and certifications.

A R&D laboratory where you can develop your skills on innovative projects.

The opportunity to bring new ideas to develop a thriving business.

Individual coaching and mentoring, as well as the chance to learn from experts for your



professional and personal growth.

An attractive, tailor-made, and evolving career path.

We are an independent company that values:

Agility: thrive in a flexible, dynamic, and stimulating environment.

International scope: enjoy daily international exchanges and numerous mobility

opportunities in over 60 countries.

Intrapreneurship: engage in related topics or develop your own Business Unit.

Attentive management: with a limited number of consultants, your manager will adapt to

your profile and support you throughout your professional journey.

Amaris Consulting is proud to be an equal-opportunity workplace. We are committed to

promoting diversity within the workforce and creating an inclusive working environment.

For this purpose, we welcome applications from all qualified candidates regardless of gender,

sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, beliefs, age, marital status, disability, or other characteristics.
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